Motion correction based reconstruction method for compressively sampled cardiac MR imaging.
Respiratory motion during Magnetic Resonance (MR) acquisition causes strong blurring artifacts in the reconstructed images. These artifacts become more pronounced when used with the fast imaging reconstruction techniques like compressed sensing (CS). Recently, an MR reconstruction technique has been done with the help of compressed sensing (CS), to provide good quality sparse images from the highly under-sampled k-space data. In order to maximize the benefits of CS, it is obvious to use CS with the motion corrected samples. In this paper, we propose a novel CS based motion corrected image reconstruction technique. First, k-space data have been assigned to different respiratory state with the help of frequency domain phase correlation method. Then, multiple sparsity constraints has been used to provide good quality reconstructed cardiac cine images with the highly under-sampled k-space data. The proposed method exploits the multiple sparsity constraints, in combination with demon based registration technique and a novel reconstruction technique to provide the final motion free images. The proposed method is very simple to implement in clinical settings as compared to existing motion corrected methods. The performance of the proposed method is examined using simulated data and clinical data. Results show that this method performs better than the reconstruction of CS based method of cardiac cine images. Different acceleration rates have been used to show the performance of the proposed method.